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1. INTRODUCTION 
Problems of traffic flow (see [40, Chap. III) lead to equations whose 
linearized version is 
(1.1) 
where E is a small parameter; the main problem to be solved about (1.1) is 
that of showing that the solution tends to the solution of the equation with 
E = 0, 
U-g?!!=0 
at ax ’ Cl.21 
with due attention being paid, among other things, to the loss of one initial 
condition incurred in going from (1.1) to ( 1.2). This problem has received a 
great deal of attention, even in the presence of nonlinearities. For an exten- 
sive exposition and list of references see [ 183; other works are [4, 6, 7, 10, 
32-34, 39, 40, 421. The m-dimensional version of (1.1) where the ordinary 
differential operator in x is replaced by a partial differential operator in the 
space variables x, , . . . . x, has also been the subject of much study, partly in 
the nonlinear case: see [3, 19, 20, 291. The singular perturbation problem 
described above is usually called the hyperbolic singular perturbation 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS- 
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problem, since (1.1) is a hyperbolic equation whose principal part (except 
for a multiplicative constant) does not depend on E, thus its characteristics 
are independent of E. 
We attempt in this paper an operator theoretical treatment of the hyper- 
bolic singular perturbation problem. Let E be a Banach space, A (resp. B) 
a linear operator with domain D(A) (resp. D(B)) dense in E. We consider 
the abstract initial value problem 
&4”( t; E) + u’( t; E) = (&*A + B) u( t; E) + f( t; E) (t 2 01, 
40; 6) = %I(&), u’(0; E) = U,(E), 
(1.3) 
where, as usual, the E-valued function u(i; E) is a solution of (1.3) if u(i; E) is 
twice continuously differentiable, u(t; E) E D(s*A + B) = D(A) n D(B) and 
(1.3) holds identically (here and in what follows we denote by u(i) a 
function t -+ u(t) whereas u(t) stands for the value of u(E) at t). We shall 
also consider the limit equation obtained from (1.3) for E = 0, that is, the 
first order initial value problem 
u’(t) = Bu(t) + f(t) (t 3 01, u(0) = 240. (1.4) 
Solutions of (1.4) (as well as solutions of the various abstract differential 
equations below) are correspondingly defined. We shall call the problem of 
showing that 
u(t; E) + u(t) (1.5) 
in one way or other the (abstract) hyperbolic singular perturbation problem. 
It is instructive to compare this problem with the (abstract) parabolic 
perturbation problem corresponding to proving (1.5) for the solution u(t^; E) 
of the abstract Cauchy problem, 
E2U”( t; E) + u’( t; E) = Au( t; E) + f( t; E) (t>O), 
(1.6) 
40; 6) = %(E), u’(0; E) = z+(E), 
and the solution u(i) of 
u’(t) = Au(t) + f(t) (t20), u(0) = ug. (1.7) 
There is a close formal relationship between the initial value problems (1.3) 
and (1.6). We obtain the second setting A = 0 in the first, while (1.3) is (a 
particular case) of the extension of (1.6) where A is allowed to depend on E. 
This formal similarity will allow us to extend some of the results in Cl.51 
(such as, e.g., the construction of asymptotic series in E for u(t; E) in terms 
of similar series for Us and ~~(8)). On the other hand, some theorems for 
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the parabolic singular perturbation problem do not extend to the hyper- 
bolic case; for instance, this happens to the theorems in [15, Sects. 3,4] on 
uniform convergence of solution operators. Similarities and differences will 
be pointed out as they appear. 
We apply in Section 6 the results to partial differential operators in 
m-dimensional Euclidean space. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS ON THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
Reasonably minimal conditions on the initial value problem (1.3) are (a) 
D(&‘A + B) = D(A) n D(B) is dense in E, (b) the homogeneous problem 
(f(f; E) = 0) has a solution for ~(0; E), ~‘(0; E) in a dense subspace D of E, 
and (c) solutions of (1.3) depend continuously on their initial data uniformly 
on compacts of t 30 (in the sense that, for every T>,O there exists 
C = C( T; E) such that 
II 41; E) II G C max(ll 40; ~1 II + II ~‘(0; ~1 II) (0 G t < T)). (2.1) 
Under these assumptions we can define two operator-valued functions 
(called propagators of (1.3)) as follows: if u E D then 
q t; E)U = u( t; E), G(t;&)U=u(t;&) (t > Oh (2.2) 
when u(t; E) (resp. o(t; E)) is the solution of the initial value problem (1.3) 
with ~(0; E) = u, ~‘(0; E) = 0 (resp. with ~(0; E) = 0, ~‘(0; E) = E-‘u). By vir- 
tue of (2.1) both K( t; E) and G( t; E) are bounded operators for all t > 0 
thus we can extend them to bounded, everywhere defined operators in E; 
using again (2.1) and the fact that solutions of (1.3) are smooth, we deduce 
that K(i; E), G(i; E) are strongly continuous. If u(i; E) is an arbitrary 
solution of the nonhomogeneous initial value problem then we have 
u(t; E) = qt; E) q)(E) + G(t; E)(E2U1(&)) 
+ j-; G( t - s; E) f(s; E) ds. (2.3) 
Conversely, if Z+,(E), U,(E) E D(e2A + B) and f( i; E) is continuously differen- 
tiable (or if f( t; E) E D($A + B) and f( i; E), (EVA + B)f( r^; E) are continuous) 
then (2.3) is a (the unique) solution of (1.3). Formula (2.3) makes sense for 
arbitrary uJE), U,(E) in E and f(f; E) strongly measurable and locally 
Bochner integrable in t > 0 and provides a strongly continuous function 
u( t; E) which we shall call a weak or generalized solution of (1.3) in contrast 
with the strong or genuine solutions described above. Proofs of the above 
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statements are exactly the same as those for the abstract Cauchy problem 
(1.6) and can be seen in [15]; we point out that among other properties of 
the propagators c(t; E), G(t; E), there exist constants Co = CO(s), 
C, = C,(E) and o = W(E) such that 
II K(t; E) II < CoeW’, II G(t; E) (1 d c, do’ (t 2 0). (2.4) 
Convergence results below will be shown under the requirement that all the 
constants be independent of E. 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. Let fX(t; E), G(t; E) be the propagators of (1.3). Then 
there exist constants C,, Cl, w, Q, independent of t and E such that (2.4) 
holds for O<E<E~. 
Assumption 2.1 can be given a somewhat simpler form as follows. Let 
u(i; E) be a (strong) solution of the initial value problem (1.3). Writing 
U(t;~)=ep”‘“’ u(t/c; E) (or, equivalently, u(t; E) = e”“u(Et; E) we easily show 
that v(i; E) is a solution of the initial value problem 
fl"(t;&)= E2A+B+& U(t;&)+e"2cf(&t;E), 
!  
U(o;E)=UO(&), U'(O;&)=;UO(&)+&U,(E)- 
(2.5) 
Conversely, every solution v(i; E) of (2.5) gives rise to a solution u((l; E) of 
the initial value problem (1.3). This correspondence between solutions of 
(1.3) and solutions of (2.5) shows that, for each E > 0 fixed, (2.5) will satisfy 
as well the existence-uniqueness conditions (a), (b), and (c) postulated for 
(1.3). The propagators @(t; E) and g(t; E) of (2.5) are defined in the same 
way: for u E D, 
@(t; &)U=U(t, E), Lqt;&)u=U(t;&) (-m<t<co), (2.6) 
where ~(0; E) = U, ~‘(0; E) = 0 (resp. ~(0; E) = 0 ~‘(0; E) = a). Both 
propagators then extend as strongly continuous (E)-valued functions in the 
same way as &(i; E) and G(t; E) for Eq. (1.3). The following formulas 
expressing the propagators of (1.3) by means of those of (2.5) 
(E(t; E) = e-r/262- W(t/c; .c)+k e-'/2"29(tlc; E), (2.7) 
6(t; E) =~ep’~282~(t/E; E), (2.8) 
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are obvious, as well as the inverse formulas 
qt. E) = e - m(Qt. E) - 1 g/2& 1 9 2 w&t; El, (2.9) 
P(t; E) = &e”*“G(&t; E). (2.10) 
Using these expressions, we see that Assumption 2.1 will hold if and only if 
IlWt;&)ll GGfw 2E 
( 1 
L+oe t, 
( ) 
&o, t 
(2.11) 
II S(t; E) II d C’E exp (t>:o) 
for O<E<E~. 
We shall examine in Section 4 operators A, B such that the initial value 
problem (1.3) satisfies Assumption 2.1. 
We conclude this section with some additional observations on the initial 
value problems (1.3) and (2.5). We note first that the existence-uniqueness 
assumptions on (1.3) (or, equivalently on (2.5)) amount to requiring that 
&*A + B + (2~))~ I generate a strongly continuous cosinefunction (see [ 111); 
this cosine function coincides with the propagator @(t; E) constructed 
above. It follows from elementary perturbation theory of cosine functions 
[ll, 361 that &‘A + B + (2~))’ Z generates a cosine function 8(t; E) if and 
only if &*A + B generates a cosine function ‘%‘( t; &‘A + B) = $Y( t; E) (which is 
the first propagator of the equation u’(t) = (&‘A + B)v( t)). Writing @(t; E) 
in terms of W(t; E) by means of the “numerical perturbation” formulas of 
[36] and making use of (2.7) the expressions 
e r/29 
s 
l/r. 
+- 
& 0 
Zo(((t/c)* - s2)“‘/2c) %‘(s; ~)(i u) ds, (2.12) 
- 1/2G 
6(t; E)U=LI 
r/c 
f. 
I,(((+)* -s’)“*/24 V(s; E)U ds, (2.13) o 
results, where Z,(x), Z,(x) are the Bessel functions of order 0 and 1, respec- 
tively (see [23, p. 9661). The proof is exactly the same as that for the initial 
value problem (1.1) in [15] thus we omit it. 
It is known (see [ll]) that if A generates a cosine function U(i) then A 
generates as well a strongly continuous semigroup S(i) analytic in Re t > 0 
that can be expressed from q(i) by means of an “abstract Weierstrass for- 
mula.” Applied to %‘(t; E), the cosine function generated by e2A + B, this 
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result shows that &‘A + B (E >O) generates an analytic semigroup 
S(t; e2A + B) = S(t; E) given by 
1 m 
S(l; &)u= (nt)l,2 s e 
--s214r V(s; E)U ds. o 
This conclusion is of course independent of Assumption 2.1 since nothing is 
required on s-dependence of W(S; E). As we shall see in the next section, this 
result can (in a sense) be extended to E = 0 under additional assumptions. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS ON THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM (CONTINUATION) 
Supposing Assumption 2.1 holds we apply formula (2.14) to @(t; E) and 
p(t; E), respectively, the cosine function and the semigroup generated by 
s2A + B+ (2~)-~1, 
(3.1) 
Since 
S(~;E)=S(~;E~A+B)=~-“~“*S(~;E~A+B+(~E)-~Z) 
- 
=e r’4E2 3( t; E), 
it follows from (3.1) that 
I/ S( f; &)\I < Cecw + wze2)f (f>O,OiE<&#)). (3.2) 
As seen below, (3.2) and an additional condition will imply that B has a 
unique extension B generating a semigroup S(t) = lim S(t; s) (6 + 0). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied. Moreover, assume that 
for u E D(A) (( AS(t; E)U (1 is uniformly bounded on compacts of t 2 0, 
uniformly in E for 0 < E ,< Q,. Then 
S(t)u = f’-“, S(r; &)U (3.3) 
exists for all u uniformly on compacts of t > 0; S(i) is a strongly continuous 
semigroup such that 
II S(f) II < Ce”’ (t20) (3.4) 
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with infinitesimal generator B satisfying 
B&B, (3.5) 
B, the restriction of B to D(A). B is the only extension of B, generating a 
strongly continuous semigroup. 
Proof Let u E- D(&*A + B) = D(A) n D(B). Then the function 
s + S( t - s; E’) S(s; E) u is continuously differentiable with 
(S(t - s; E’) S(s; E)u)’ = -S(t - s; &‘)(&‘*A + B) S(s; E) u 
+S(t - s; &‘)(&*A + B) S(s; E)U, 
so that 
S(t$)u-S(t;E)u=(&‘*-&*)[‘S(t-s;E’) AS(s;e)uds (3.6) 
0 
for 0 < E < E’. In view of (3.2) and of the assumption on AS(s; E)U, S(i; E)U 
converges uniformly on compacts of t > 0; using (3.2) again, convergence 
can be proved for u E E, so that the limit in (3.3) is strongly continuous in 
t ~0. That S(i) satisfies the semigroup equations S(0) = Z, S(s + t) = 
S(s) S(t) follows from the fact that each S(t; E) satisfies the semigroup 
equations. If u E D( B,) = D(A) n D(B) = D(&*A + B) and h > 0 we have 
; (S(h; E)U - u) =; II’ S(s; &)(&‘A + B)u ds. 
0 
Taking limits as E -+ 0, we obtain 
;(S(h)u-u)=i jd’S(s) Buds, 
so that h -‘(S(h)u - u) + Bu; hence u E D(B) (B the infinitesimal generator 
of S(f)) and Bu = Bu = B,u, proving (3.4). 
Assume fi is another extension of B, generating a strongly continuous 
semigroup 2(i). Then, if u E D(B,) we have 
(S(t-s)S(s;s)u)‘= -S(t-s)BS(s;&)u+S(t-s)(e*A+B)S(s;& 
thus 
S(t;&)U-$t)U=&* 
s 
' " 
S(t -s) AS(s; E)U ds, (3.7) 
0 
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so that we can show in the some way that S(t; E)U + $t)u uniformly on 
compacts of t > 0, thus uniqueness of ,S(t) (and of 8) is established and the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
The basic assumption of Theorem 3.1 will be seen to hold in Section 4 
under suitable assumptions on the interaction of A and B; we study in 
great detail in Section 5 convergence of E(t, E) to S(t). Convergence results 
of this type can also be proved under different hypotheses, as seen below. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied. Assume that B, is 
closable and that there exists v such that, for Re 1> v, 
(AZ- 4,) D(B,) (3.8) 
is dense in E. Then B = &,, the closure of BO, generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup S(l) such that 
S(t)u=!l_mo E(t; .c)u (3.9) 
,for each u E E, uniformly on compact subsets oft B 0. 
Proof: We indicate below by A the Laplace transform. We deduce 
directly (or exploiting the relation of E(t; E) with cosine functions, see 
Section 2) that 
$(A; E) = (~~2 + 1) R(E~~~ + 1; .z2A + B) (Re ,I> 0). (3.10) 
We estimate &(A; E) and its derivatives as in (the lesser half of) the 
Hille-Yosida theorem using (2.4) 
C,n! 
=(Rei-o)“+’ 
(Rei>o,n=O, I,... ). (3.11) 
Let u E D(B,), Re A > o. Then 
(~~2 + 1) R(eZA2 + 2; &‘A + B)(lZ- B,)u 
= (&‘,I+ 1) R(E~~~ + 1; EVA + B)((&‘n2 + I)Z-E~A - B,)u 
- E’(.s~~ + 1) R(E~~* + 2; &‘A + B)(A2Z- A)u 
= u - E~(E~/?+ 1) R(z2A2 + 1; EVA + B)(A*Z- A)o, (3.12) 
so that R(e2A2 + A; &‘A + B)u is convergent in E for u E (AZ- B,) II(&); if 
Re 1> v, (AZ-B,) D(B,) is dense in E and it follows from the (first) 
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uniform bound (3.11) that &(A; E) = (s2A+ 1) R(E’,I’ + I; &‘A + B) con- 
verges strongly as E + 0 to a (E)-valued function R(I) in Re A > o’ = 
max(v, o) (convergence is actually uniform on compact subsets). Using 
Cauchy’s formula we deduce that all derivatives of &(A; E) converge in the 
same fashion, thus Z?(A) is analytic and (3.11) holds for all the derivatives 
of R(A), 
ll(~)‘R(“)l16(Re~~~),,+, (Rel>w,n=O, l,...). (3.13) 
We obtain from (3.12) that 
R(/Z)(#lZ- B,)u = u (u E D(B,), a > co’). (3.14) 
Obviously, the same equality must hold for u E D(B) = I)(&,) with B, 
replaced by B. This implies that (AZ- B) D(B) is closed; since 
(U-B,) D(B,) E (AZ-B) D(B) is dense in E, 
(AZ- B) D(B) = E. (3.15) 
This means that (II-B), being onto (by (3.15)) and one-to-one (by (3.14) 
extended to B) has an inverse, which must then coincide with R(A); hence 
R(A) = R(3.; B). (3.16) 
Using (3.13) and (the other half of) the Hille-Yosida theorem we deduce 
that B generates a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) satisfying 
II S(t) II < CgP (t>,O). (3.17) 
The rest of the proof is essentially an extension (of a particular case) of 
Theorem 4.7 in [14]. Let E >O. If u,: E D((&‘A + B)‘) (note that 
D((E~A + ZQ2) is dense in E, but may depend on E) we have 
&(A; E)U, = (&‘A + 1) R(g212 + i; c2A + B)u,: 
E21” + 1 
&‘a + ’ =22 +(E262+J)2 &a+a E 
(&‘A + B)u, 
&‘a + ’ 
+ (E2/12 + a)’ 
R(E~~~ + A; i?A + B)(c2A + B)’ u, 
1 1 
= - u, + ltE212 + a) (c2A + B)u, 
a. 
1 
+ q2a + a) 
R(c2L2 + 1; &‘A + B)(&‘A + B)2 u, (3.18) 
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for Re il> o. Using the inversion formula for Laplace transforms we 
deduce that, if 0 > o’, 
~(t;&)U,=U,+{r+E2(e-r’/E2-1))(E*A+B)U, 
+ & SYy” p&J+ 1) OJ !cc 
x R(e2R2 + I; c2A + B)(e’A + B)‘u, dA (f>O). (3.19) 
We shall use (3.19) as follows. Take u, = R(t?$, + A,; &‘A + B)‘u for v E E 
and & fixed in Re 2 >w’. We have already proved that R(c2A2 + A; 
c2A + B) + R(A; B) strongly, so that 
u, + u = R(i; 8)2 v, (3.20) 
(&‘A + B)u, = (&‘A + B) R(E*$ + A,; &‘A + B)2 v 
= (~~1; -t A,) R(c’1; + 2,; EVA + I?)’ u 
- R(@ + Lo; &*A + B)v 
-+J.,R(1,;~)v-R(&;~)v=~R(1,;~)2u=~u,(3.21) 
(c2A + B)* u, = (EEL; + &)(&‘A + B) R(e’J; + &; cc2A + B)’ v 
- (e2A + B) R(c’i; + 1,; &*A f B)v 
= (~~12; + &)’ R(E*& + &; &‘A f B)’ v 
- (~‘1; + A,) R(~~r4.z + 1,; EVA + B)u 
- (c*li; + 1,) R(@ + &; &*A + B)v + v 
+ $R(1,; 8)’ v - 24,R(&; B)v + v 
= ~*R(&; 8)2 v = i?‘u. (3.22) 
Accordingly, we can take limits in (3.19), obtaining 
R(A, B) B2u dL = S(t) u. (3.23) 
To prove (3.9) for u of the form (3.20) we simply write C(t; E)U = 
C(t; E)U, + E(t; E)(u- u,) and use (3.23), (3.20) and the first of the uniform 
bounds (3.11). The extension to arbitrary u is achieved in the same way, 
noting that R(J.,,; 8)* E is dense in E. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be satisfied, and let 
u( i; E) be the generalized solution of (1.3), u(i) the generalized solution of 
( 1.4). Then, if 
MO(E) -+ 240, E%,(E) -+ 0 (c-0) (3.24) 
we have 
u(t; E) + u(t) (3.25) 
uniformly on compact subsets of t > 0. 
The proof is obvious since 
u(t; E) - u(t) = qt; E) MO(&) + G(t; E) &(&) - S(t)u, 
= (cqt; E) - S(t))u, + qt; E)(UO(&) - MO) 
+ qt; E) &*U1(&). 
If q,(s) E D(A), u0 E D(B) then u(t) and u(t; E) are continuously differen- 
tiable; u(t; E) = u’(t; E) is a generalized solution of (1.3) with ~(0; E) = 
~‘(0; E) = Us and ~‘(0; E) = ~“(0; E) =E-*((&*A + B) Z+,(E) - U,(E)). On the 
other hand, v(t) = u(t) is a solution of (1.4) with u(0) = u’(O)= Bu, thus 
applying Theorem 3.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.2 be satisfied. Assume in 
addition that U,,(E) E D(A), uO E D(B), and 
MO(&) + uo, U,(E) + Bu,, U,(E) - Bu,(E) + 0 (E + 0). (3.26) 
Then we have, in addition to (3.25) 
U’(t; E) + U’(t) 
uniformly on compact subsets of t b 0. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
(3.27) 
Let E = H be a (complex) Hilbert space, A a self-adjoint operator such 
that 
(Au, u) < -K(u, u) (uED(A)) (4.1) 
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with K>O. We shall denote by Q the (unique) positive self-adjoint square 
root of -A, 
Q = ( -A)? (4.2) 
We have 
(QK u) 2 K”~(u, u) (u E WA)). (4.3) 
The (closed, densely defined) operator B is assumed to satisfy 
D(B) 2 D(Q), (4.4) 
II Bu II d II Qu II (u E WQ,h (4.5) 
(i.e., 11 BQ - ’ II 6 1) and 
Re(Bu, U) < O(U, U) (us NQ),, (4.6) 
where w  is a constant. We note that under the only condition (4.4) 
assumptions (a), (b), and (c) at the beginning of Section 2 are satisfied for 
the initial value problem (1.3): to see this, it suffices to reduce (1.3) to (2.5) 
and apply a standard result on perturbation theory of cosine functions (see 
[13, 32 381). It results that any solution o(t) of (2.5) or, equivalently, any 
solution u(t) of 
&i”(t) + U’(I) = (&*A + B) u(t) (4.7) 
u(O) = uo, u’(0) = u, (4.8) 
with u0 ED(A), U, ED(Q) satisfies 
U’(I) E o(Q) (4.9) 
and Qu’(t) is continuous; this is easily seen to imply that Qu(t) is con- 
tinuously differentiable with derivative Qu’(~). We note that (4.5) implies 
that I(Bu,u)l<llBuIl IIuIIdllQuII Ilull, so that 
IIQull’+ IIul12-2Re(Bu,u)3 /IQull’+ Ilvl12--2 IIQull IId 20.(4.10) 
We shall obtain below a priori bounds for the solution u(f) of Eq. (4.7) 
satisfying the initial conditions (4.8). As a first step, we multiply scalarly 
(4.7) by u(t) and integrate. We integrate by parts the first term and use in 
the second the equality 2(u(s), U’(S)) = (u(s), u(s))’ in the second. The result 
is 
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&‘(u(t), u’(t))-E’(u,, .,)-c2j; IIu’(s)~(~~s 
+ f /I u(t) II2 - f II uo II2 = 6’ j; (Au(s), u(s)) ds 
+ j; (Ws), u(s)) ds. (4.11) 
We multiply next (4.7) scalarly by the derivative u’(t), use the equalities 
2(U”(S), u’(s)) = (u’(s), u’(s))’ and 2(Au(s), U’(S)) = (Au(s), u(s))’ and 
integrate in 0 6 s 6 t. The result is 
; liu.(~)l12-~ 11~1 112+ j; II~‘(~)l12ds 
=; (Au(t), u(t)) -; (Au,, uo) 
+ j; (h(s), u’(s)) ds. (4.12) 
We multiply (4.12) by 2s2 and add to (4.11) 
E411 u’(t) /I2 - &4w4f), u(t)) + t II u(r) II2 
+E~(u(~),u’(z))+E~ j; I~u’(s)I12ds 
-2~~ j’ (h(s), u’(s)) ds - E2 j’ (Au(s), u(s)) ds 
0 0 
=c4 II Ul l12-E4(AUo, uo)+i Iluol12 +E2(uo, UI) 
+ ; (h(s), u(s)) ds. 
i 
(4.13) 
Take real parts on both sides of (4.13). Combining the three integral terms 
on the left-hand side and using (4.10) in the integrand we see that these 
terms contribute a nonnegative amount and thus can be dropped from 
(4.13) changing “=” by “G.” Note next that for any tx > 0 we have 
I Re ~~(4th u’(t))1 < 6’ I(u(t), u’(t)) I 
G E2fx II u’(t) II ,-I II u(t) II 
+a2 llu’(t)l12+& I14f)I12, (4.14) 
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and, likewise, for any j? > 0, 
IRe~2(~oAl <&482 /bA12+~ II~ol12. 
Hence, taking 1 < CI 6 fi and /I > 0 we obtain from (4.13) that 
(4.15) 
+w s ; lIu(s)l12ds. 
Setting o! = $, the result is 
(4.16) 
+4cJ ; II 4s) II2 + c4 II QUO) II’) ds, (4.17) 
We take ur = 0, let /? -+ co and use Gronwall’s lemma in the inequality thus 
obtained; multiplying by 4, the inequality 
II u(f) II2 +4~~ II Qdt) II2 G 2(ll u. II2 + 4e4 II Quo l12)e40r (4.18) 
results. To estimate solutions of (4.7) with u. =0 we use again (4.17), this 
time letting p -+ 0. Using Gronwall’s lemma we obtain 
11 u(t) 11 2+ 4c4 11 Qu(t) 11’ < 4c4 II u1 II ’ e4”“. (4.19) 
We obtain immediately from (4.19) the second estimate (2.4): in fact, since 
u(t) = 6(t; E)U is a solution of (4.7) for u in the dense subspace D(A), 
)I G( r; E) 11 < 2eZw’ (tBO,&>o). (4.20) 
We note that (4.19) actually implies a slightly stronger estimate; 
6(t; &)HsD(Q) and 
( 11 G( t; E) 11 2+ 4~~ 11 QG( r; E) 11 2)1’2 < 2e2W’ (r>O,c>O). (4.21) 
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On the other hand, (4.18) does not yield the first inequality (2.4) for C(t; E) 
but the estimate 
(IIC(t;~)ull*+4~~ IlQ~(f;~)u~~*)“* 
< 2”*( 1) u II* + 4E4 II Qu II *)‘I2 e2w’. (4.22) 
Since Ilu+2s2Qu~/*<(~/z411 +2c* IIQ~II)“~2(/luI12+4&* IIQull’) we can 
write (4.21) in the form 
11 (I+ 2c’Q) G(r; E) 11 d 23’2e2wr (t>O, &>O). 
To transform (4.22) in a similar way we note that 
I( u + 2c*Qu II* = (u + 2c*Qu, u + 2~~Qr.4) 
=(u,u)+~E*(Qu,u)+~E*(Qu, Qu, 
2 II u II * + 4&* II Qu II *, 
so that (4.22) implies 
(4.23) 
11 (I+ 2&‘Q) E(t; &)(I+ 2&*Q)-’ 11 < 2~“~’ (t>O,&>o). (4.24) 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that both B and its adjoint B* satisfy (4.4), (4.5), 
and (4.6). Then 
I( C( t; E) 11 6 2e*“’ (t>O,r>O). (4.25) 
Proof. We rewrite (4.24) in the form 
II (I+ 2&*Q) C(t; E)U II 6 2e*“” 11 (I+ 2c*Q)u 11 (ueD(Q), taO,&>O). 
(4.26) 
Due to the assumptions on B*, all conclusions obtained on Eq. (4.7) are as 
well valid for the equation 
c*u”(t) + u’(r) = (&*A + B*) u(t). (4.27) 
Let &*(t; E), G*(t; E) be the propagators of (4.27); we prove easily that 
&*(t; E) = qt; &)*, G*(t, E) = G(t; &)*, (4.28) 
when &(t; E), G(t; E) are the propagators of (4.7). In view of (4.24) for 
Eq. (4.27) we have 
11 (I+ 2&‘Q) K(t; &)*(I+ 2c*Q)--’ 11 < 2eZW’ (t 2 0, E > 0). (4.29) 
so5 70! I-2 
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The fact that (I+ 2s2Q) (S(t; &)*(I+ 2s2Q))’ is a bounded operator and 
well-known rules on the taking of adjoints imply that the operator 
(I+ 2t2Q))’ E(t; &)(I+ 2s’Q) (with domain D(Q)) is bounded and 
11 ((I+ 2s’Q))’ tX(t; &)(I+ 2s’Q))‘II < 2e20’ (t 2 0, & > O), (4.30) 
where (.)’ indicates extension (from D(Q) to H) or, equivalently, closure. 
We deduce from (4.30) that 
II(Z+~E~Q)-‘~(~;E)UII 
< 2e2”” 11 (I+ 2s2Q))‘u II (UEH, f>O,&>O). (4.31) 
We combine now (4.26) and (4.31) via an interpolation argument. Recall 
(see [9, Chap. 93) that if /i is a nonnegative definite self adjoint operator 
and [ = (r + iz is an arbitrary complex number then the fractional powers 
nr can be defined using the functional calculus for /i, 
where P(&) is the resolution of the identity for /i. We have D(/li) = D(nO) 
with 
11 Ah II2 = joz 1 pi I2 11 P(dp)u I/‘= jom p20 jl P(&)u II’= 11 A”ul/2. (4.32) 
If /i 2 6Z(6 > 0) then /li is bounded when Re c < 0; also, if 0 < a < b then 
D(LI~)GD(~~) and, for UED(/~~) we have 
Il~w=j~~ p2a IIP(dp)ulj2d62’“-D’ s pI- P2p II P(&)u II2 
=~2(z-~) I[( -A)h411*. (4.33) 
Accordingly, if u E D(/i ) then /I% is defined in Re [ < 1 and we check from 
the definition that LI& is analytic in Re [ < 1. 
We apply these considerations to LI = I+ 2s2Q. Consider the H-valued 
function 
c/J(() = (I+ 2s2Q)l E(t; &)(I+ 2s2Q)-( u (4.34) 
in 1 Re [ I Q 1 (t, E fixed, u E D(Q)). Obviously #([) is well defined and 
analytic in - 1 d Re i < 0 since (I+ 2s*Q)l is bounded there; if 0 < Re i < 1, 
(Z+~E~Q)-~UED(Q) so ~X(~;E)(Z+~E~Q)-~UED(Q)GD((Z+~~*Q)-~) 
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and (4.34) makes sense, with d(c) analytic there also. We show using (4.33) 
that 
II hi) II 6 c (IRei1 6 1). (4.35) 
We deduce from (4.26) that 
IIqS(l +iz)II 62e2”’ II (Z+~E*Q))“UII =2e2’“’ I/u(I, (4.36) 
and from (4.31) that 
I/ q4( - 1 + it) /I 6 2e*‘“’ II (I+ 2&“Q) --” u /j = 2e*“’ 11 u 11. (4.37) 
thus we obtain from the three-lines theorem [S, p. 5203 that 
I/ d(k) 11 < 2e’“” 11 u 11. (4.38) 
In particular, II d(O) I/ d 2e”“’ II u II, which is (4.25) in D(Q); since D(Q) is 
dense in H, (4.25) follows in full. 
We estimate below other operator-valued functions, under additional 
assumptions on the interaction of A and B. We say that B quasi-commutes 
with A if and only if D(BA) E D(AB) and, for u E D(Bz4), 
II (AB- BA)u II 6 K II Au II (4.39) 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that both B and its adjoint B* satisfy (4.4), (4.5) 
and (4.6). Assume in addition that, for all E > 0, 
D((e2A + B)2) E D( BA), (4.40) 
and that B quasi-commutes with A. Then (I( t; E) A ~ ‘H s D(A) and 
ACC(t; E)A -’ is a strongly continuous (H)-valued function in t 2 0 satisfying 
/I A&( t; E) A - ’ /I < 2e*““+ w (tbO,E>O), (4.41) 
where K is the constant in (4.39). 
Proof: If UED(A~)GD((E*A+B)~) then C(t;&)uED((&2A+B)2) 
c D( BA) and we have 
&*AW’(t; E)U + AE’(t; E)D = e*A*CS(t; E)U + ABC(t; E)U 
=E~A*(S(~;E)U+BAK(~;E)U+(AB-BA)Q(t;&)u. 
(4.42) 
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We use (4.42) for u = A -‘a (U E D(A)) and apply formula (2.3) noting that 
A&(0; E) A -‘u = U, AC’(0; E) A -‘u = 0. The result is the integral equation 
A&(r;&)A-‘u=&(r;&)U+~i6(?-S;&)PA(S(s;&)A-1uds, (4.43) 
0 
where 
P=(AB-&4)/r’=A&-‘-B (4.44) 
with D(P) = D(,4’). In view of (4.39) P is bounded, thus it can be extended 
to a bounded operator P’ in H with 
Ilp’ll QK. (4.45) 
We consider the integral equation 
X(~;E)U=~(~;E)U+~‘B(~-~;E)PFX(S;C)U~S. 
0 
(4.46) 
This equation can be solved in the usual way by successive 
approximations; starting, say, with X,(s, E) = 0 the approximations Xr(s; E), 
X2(& E), . . . are strongly continuous. To show convergence we use the 
uniform bound (4.20) obtaining 
II x,1+ ,(t; &) - UC E) II 
s 
, 
< 2&2”’ e - 2~s II L(f; &I- L ,(I; ~1 II ds. (4.47) 
0 
Since X,(t; E) = a(t; E), it follows from (4.47) that 
II(%I+ ,(c E) - &(c E) II 
< (W” e2w’ ’ 
(n - 1 )! s 
(t-s)“-’ e -20s IlK(s; E) /I ds o 
< 2(2W e2wr ’ 
(n - l)! s 
o (r-s)“-‘ds 
= 2(2K)” f e20’, (4.48) 
thus X(t; E) = lim X,(t; E) exists uniformly on compacts of t > 0 in the 
uniform topology of operators; since each X,(t; E) is strongly continuous, 
so is X(t; E). 
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Let u E D(A). Combining (4.43) and (4.46) we deduce that the function 
w(t)=A~(~;&)A-‘u-X(t;&)u (uED(A*)) satisfies the integral equation 
w(t) = 1’ G( t - s; E) Pew(s) ds, 
0 
(4.49) 
thus it follows from a standard estimation and an application of Gronwall’s 
inequality that w(t) = 0. Hence 
Aqt;&)A-‘u=X(t;&)u (4.50) 
for UED(A~); however, since each X(t; E) is bounded and A closed, it, 
follows that E(t; E) A- ‘Hc D(A) and that (4.50) holds for all u E E. The 
estimate (4.41) follows from (4.48) or from Gronwall’s inequality in (4.46): 
we omit the details. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied. Then 
K(t; E) Q-‘HcD(Q) and QC(t; &)Q- ’ is a strongly continuous (H)-valued 
function in t > 0 satisfying 
I/ QE( t; E) Q ~ ’ 11 d 2e’*‘“+ U’ (t 3 0, & 2 0). (4.51) 
The method of proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4.1 thus we only 
sketch the argument. This time $([) is defined by 
q5([)=(-A)iC(t;E)(-A)Piu (4.52) 
in 0 < Re < d 1, where u E D(A2); the function 4 is bounded and continuous 
in its domain of definition, analytic in 0 < Re c < 1, and 
11 #(it) 11 < 2e*“‘* II ( -A)-“u 11 = 2e*‘“’ 11 u II 
by (4.25); on the other hand, using (4.41) we obtain 
II~(l+iz)ll=(IACT(t;&)(-A)~‘~“uII 
< 2e2(“+K)’ I( ( -A) -jr u 11 = 2e2cw+ Q’ 11 u (I, \ 
thus we obtain (4.51) in D(A*) from the three-lines theorem and extend it 
to u E D(H) using denseness of D(A*). This ends the proof. 
Remark 4.4. Assumption (4.1) plays no role in Theorem 4.1 or in the 
material leading to it; it suffices to require that -A 2 0, that is, 
(Au, u) Q 0 (uEWA)). (4.53) 
Some modifications are in order, however, in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. To 
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begin with, (4.39) may be difficult or impossible to prove if A does not 
have a bounded inverse; “the” proper estimation is 
II~~~-~~~~II~~II~~-~~~/I (4.54) 
(or the equivalent bound II (MI - BA)u 11 < K’( II u II + Ij Au )I )) for 
UED(BA)SD(AB). Theorem4.2 then states that &(t;s)(Z-~I-r~c 
D(A ) and that (I - A ) t%( t; E)( I - A ) - ’ is a strongly continuous (Z-Z)-valued 
function in t > 0 satisfying 
lI(Z-A)~(t;&)(Z--A)-‘11 <2e2(w+K)r (t20, &>O). (4.55) 
The proof uses the integral equation (4.43), where P is now 
= -((I-A)B-B(Z-A))(Z-A)-’ 
=B-(I-A)B(Z--A)-‘. (4.56) 
Theorem4.3 asserts that ~(~;E)(Z--II)-‘/~HCD((Z-A)‘/~) and that 
(I - A ) 1’2 C( t; a)( Z - A ) - ‘I2 is a strongly continuous (H)-valued function in 
t > 0 satisfying 
II(z-A)“*qt;&)(z-A)-“21/ <2e(2w+K)r (t 2 0, & > 0). (4.57) 
In both inequalities (4.55) and (4.57), the constant K is that in (4.54). We 
note that in case A satisfies (4.1), (4.41) and (4.55) are equivalent; likewise, 
(4.51) and (4.57) are equivalent. 
Remark 4.5. Assume both B and B* satisfy (4.4) and (4.5), with (4.6) 
reinforced to 
I Re(Bu, u) I < w(u, u) (UENP))? (4.58) 
I Re(B*u, u) I 6 ofu, u) (a E me,,. (4.59) 
Then all the arguments in this section can be applied not only to Eq. (4.7) 
but to 
&*24”(t) + u’(t) = (E2A -B) u(t). (4.60) 
Since the map u(i) + u( -i) transforms solutions of (4.7) into solutions of 
(4.60) and vice versa, all the estimates obtained extend to -cc < t < 00; for 
instance, (4.25) becomes 
11 (E( f; E) I/ < 2e20’t’ (-co<t<qE>o). (4.61) 
Similar extensions apply to (4.20), (4.23), (4.41), (4.51), etc. The same 
observation applies to the results in Section 3. 
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&mark 4.6. All arguments in this section can be extended to the 
equation 
&*U”(t)+U’(t)=(&*A+B+P)U(t), (4.62) 
where P is bounded; it suffices to note that the propagators Q,(i; E), 6,,(2; E) 
of (4.62) can be expressed by means of the perturbation series 
~,(i;E)U=~(2;&)U+~(i;&)*P~(i;E)U 
+Q(i;E)Z4* %(i;&)* P6(i;&)+ . . . . (4.63) 
~~(i;&)U=~(i;E)+~(i;E)*P~(t^;&)U 
+ 6(i; &)* %(f; &)* PG(i; E)U+ ..., (4.64) 
where a(?; E), G(2; E) are the propagators of (4.7). Estimates (4.20) and 
(4.25) extend to (4.62) replacing o by w  + jl P 11; Theorem 4.2 remains valid 
assuming that B+ P quasi-commutes with A. Remarks 4.4 and 4.5 apply. 
We note that replacing B by B+ P amounts to weakening (4.5) to 
II Bu II 6 II Qu II + (’ II u II (u E me)). (4.65) 
5. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
We show here that, under the assumptions in Section 4, the solutions of 
(1.3) converge to the solutions of (1.4) at least if there is no crossover of 
boundary conditions. The general case will be examined in Section 6. 
The first manipulations (which imitate those in [27] for a different 
problem) work in the level of generality in Section 2. Let E > 0. Consider 
the function u(i; E) = K(t; E)U with UE D(A) = D(s’A + B). The function 
u(t; E) = u’(t; E) is a generalized solution of (1.3) with initial conditions 
~(0; E) = ~‘(0; E) = 0 and ~‘(0; E) = ~“(0; E) = EC’(E*A + B)u. Hence, we 
obtain from formula (2.3) that 
W(t; E)U= G(t; .s)(E~A + B)u. (5.1) 
On the other hand, if u(t; E) = G’(t; E)U then u(i; E) is a generalized solution 
of (1.3) with ~(0; E) = K2u, ~‘(0; E) = --K4u, so that 
(5.2) 
Writing this equality in the form G(t; E)U= Q(t; E)U-&*G’(t; E)U and 
applying it to an element of the form (&*A + B)u we obtain using (5.1) that 
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where we have used the fact that the propagators &(t; E), G(t; E) commute 
with c2A + B. 
In the rest of this section we place ourselves under the assumptions in 
Section 4, that is, we require A to be a self adjoint operator satisfying (4.1) 
and we assume that both B and its adjoint satisfy (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6). 
This puts us in possession of (4.20) and (4.25) (i.e., of Assumption 2.1) and 
of (4.41) and (4.51) as well if B quasi-commutes with A. Finally, as in 
Theorem 3.2 we assume that there exists u such that, for Re ,I > v 
(J-l- Bo) D(Bo) (5.4) 
is dense in E (B, the restriction of B to D(A)) so that Theorem 3.1 applies 
and B = B,, the closure of B, generates a strongly continuous semigroup 
s(t). Since B, must satisfy (4.6) so does B, and we deduce that 
II S(t) II 6 P’ (t>O) (5.5) 
(see [30]). Noting that (X(0; E)U = u and using the well-known formula for 
solution of the first order equation u’(t) = Bu(t) + f(t) we deduce from 
(5.3) that 
=& ’ ‘S(t-s)A&(s;~)uds-E~[‘G(~-s)G’(s;~)Auds 
s 0 0 
- E2 
s 
’ S(t - s) G’(s; E) Bu ds 
0 
=z,(t;E)U+z2(t;E)U+zj(t;E)U. (5.6) 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that both B and B* satisfy (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) 
and that 
BD(A)zD(Q). (5.7) 
Further, assume that (5.4) is dense in H for Re I > v. Finally, assume that 
(4.40) holds for all E > 0 and that B quasi-commutes with A. Then there 
exists a constant C = C(w, K) such that if u E D(A), 
II (&( t; E) - S(t)) u 11 6 C.s2e2w’ (I Au II (tao, E>O). (5.8) 
Proof: For the first integral in (5.6) we use (4.41), which we write in the 
form 
11 A&(t; E)U I( d 2eZ(W+K)’ 11 Au II. (5.9) 
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Combining with (5.5) we deduce that 
11 Z,(t; E)U (I d 2E2Y 
(1 
fe(w+2K)sd~ (IAull. 
) 
(5.10) 
0 
For the second integral we use (5.2) and again (5.5): the result is 
/I I,( r; E) u 11 d 4s’e”” 
(1 
’ e”” + 2K)s ds . (5.11) 
0 
To estimate I,(t; E) we integrate by parts. We have 
.r I S( t - s) G’(s; E) Bu ds 0 
=G(t;~)Bu+Ik(t-s)G(r;~)Buds 
0 
=G(t;&) Bu+J’S(t-s)BG(t;&) Buds 
0 
=G(r;s)Bu+j“S(r-~)BQ~‘Q~(~;E)Q-‘QBu, (5.12) 
0 
where the computation makes sense since Bu E D(Q) and Q ~ ‘HG D(B). In 
view ov (4.5), I/ BQ-’ /I < 1, thus, using (4.5) and (5.5) we obtain 
II I,(?; E)U II < 2e2”” I/ Bu /I + 2t C’$;ec’.‘+““ds) I,QBull. (5.13) 
To complete the proof of Theorem (5. 1) it is enough to show that 
II QBu II d C II Au II (u E WA 1). (5.14) 
for a suitable constant C. This will be achieved if we show that R = QBA - ’ 
is a bounded operator; since R is everywhere defined it is enough (by the 
closed graph theorem) to show that R is closed. Let then {u,,}, U, v E H 
F-,;rcJA~hat u, + U, QBA-‘u, -+ v. Since BA-‘u, + Q-‘v and 
u, closedness of R follows from closedness of B. This ends the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 
We extend below (5.9) using interpolation theory. We consider the 
operator K(t; E) - s(t) both in H and in D(A). Putting together (4.25) and 
(5.5) (and giving up some precision) we obtain 
II(6( t; E) - S( t))u II < 3eZW’ (taO,E>O). (5.15) 
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The bound corresponding to D(A) is (5.8). We look this time at the 
function 
4(l) = WC 8) - S(t))( -A)’ u (5.16) 
in 0 6 Re [ < 1, with u E D(A). The function C$ is bounded there with 
II #(iz 1 II d 3e2’** II u II, II & 1 + iz) I/ < CE2e2wr II 24 II. (5.17) 
Applying the three-lines theorem we prove 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied, and let 
0 d cx d 1. Then there exists a constant C= C(cr, co, K) such that, if 
u E D(( --A I”), 
/I (E(t; E) - S(t))u 11 < C&2’e2’*r 11 ( -A)” u I( (t>O,E>O). (5.18) 
We state below convergence consequences of Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied, u(f; E) the 
(generalized) solution of the homogeneous problem (1.3), u(I) the generalized 
solution of the homogeneous problem (1.4) with u0 E D(( -A)“), 0 < CY < 1. 
Then 
II u(t; &I - u(t) II 
6 Cs2’e2’“’ (I ( -A)” u0 II + 2e2’O’ II uO(&) - u0 II 
+ 2e2’“‘E2 /I U,(E) 11 (t 2 0, & > 0). (5.19) 
For the proof, we simply note that 
u(t; E) - u(t) = qt; E) 240(E) + G(t; E)(E2U1(&)) - S(t) 240 
= (K(t; E) - S(t)) uo + qt; E)(UO(E) - 240) + G(t; E)(E2U,(E)) 
and apply (5.17) to the first term, (4.25) to the second and (4.20) to the 
third. 
Estimates of the same sort can be easily obtained for the derivative 
u’(i; E) if u. E D(B), BUE D(( -A)“) and uO(s) E D(A). In fact, o(t; E) is the 
generalized solution of the homogeneous problem (1.3) with 
u(0; E) = u’(0; E) = U,(E), u’(0; E) = u”(0; E) 
=& -‘((&‘A + B) uO(&) - uI(&)) 
= AuO(&) + E~‘(Bu,,(E) - U,(E)). 
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On the other hand, u(t) = u’(t) is the solution of the homogeneous problem 
(1.4) with u(0) = u’(0) = Bu,. Applying Theorem 5.3 to u(t; I), v(t) we 
obtain 
THEOREM 5.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 he satisfied, and let 
u(t; E) be a solution of the homogeneous problem (1.4) with U,,(E) E D(A), u(t) 
a solution qf the homogeneous problem (1.4) with a0 E D(B), Bu E D(( -A)“). 
Then we have 
I/ u’( t; E) - u’(t) /I < CcZze2”” 11 ( -A )” Bu, 11 + 2~““’ II U,(E) - Bu, I/ 
+ 2e*“’ 11 E’Au,(E) - U,(E) + Bu,,(E) II (t>O,&>O) 
(5.20) 
Theorem 5.3 implies that when u. ED(( -A)“) we have 
llu(t;&)-u(t)// =O(E2y uniformly on compacts of t>O if 
II U,,(E) - u0 I/ = O(s*‘) and /I U,(E) 11 = O(s*(+ ‘I) as E -+ 0. On the other hand, 
Theorem 5.4 implies that if u0 E D(B) with Bu, E D(( -A)“) and 
Z+,(E) E D(A) then /I u’(t; E) - u’(t) Ij = O(P) uniformly on compacts of t 3 0 
if II U,(E) - Bu, // = O(s”), //U,(E) - BUM I/ =O(E”) and I/ AU”(E) 11 = 
O(E*‘“-m “) as E + 0. 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 can be used to obtain convergence results for 
u(t; E) and u’(t; E) for unrestricted u0 and QE) in the same way as in 
parabolic singular perturbation (see [ 15, Theorems 5.9 and 5.101) and 
Schrodinger singular perturbation (see [ 16, Theorems 3.3 and 3.41) 
although rates of convergence are not available. However, we have already 
proved results of this type under considerably weaker hypotheses 
(Theorems 3.3 and 3.4) thus this line of approach is not worth pursuing. 
Remark 5.5. The results of this section can be extended to Eq. (4.62) 
(see Remark 4.6). 
6. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We apply the results to the operators 
A = f f Dj(aJx) Dku) (ajk(x) = akr(X)) (6.1) 
j=l )=I 
and 
B= f bj(x)D’u+c(x)u 
,=I 
(6.2) 
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in m-dimensional space R”; here Dj = a/ax, and x = (xi ,..., x,). We assume 
the C+(X) are real valued, measurable and bounded and satisfy the uniform 
ellipticity assumption 
(6.3) 
for some /I > 0. We assume that each bj is real and belongs to II”,” 
(i.e., it has first partials in L”(R”) in the sense of distributions; we recall 
[37, p. 1593 that W1@(Rm) coincides with the space A,(R”‘) of all boun- 
ded, uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions). It is enough for c to be 
measurable and bounded (possibly complex valued); in fact, availing our- 
selves of Remark 5.5 we shall assume that c = 0. The basic space in our 
treatment will be H= L2 = L2(Rm); a supporting role will be played by 
H’ = H’(R”) = W’.*(Rm), the space of all functions u in L* with first par- 
tials D’u (in the sense of distributions) in L2 endowed with its customary 
scalar product 
(u, U)“I = (u, U)~Z + f (D’u, D~u)~z. (6.4) 
j= I 
We shall equip H’(R”) with an alternative scalar product, to wit 
[u, u] = \Rm (c 1 ajk D’ii Dkv + iiu) dx. (6.5) 
Using (6.3) and the uniform boundedness of the ajk we check that [u, u] is 
a scalar product and that the norm I/./I associated with (6.5) is equivalent 
to the original norm of H’(R”). The operator A is defined as follows: 
u E D(A) if and only if u E H’ and the functional w  + [a, w] is continuous 
in the norm of L*(Q); if u is the unique element of L2 such that 
[u, w] = (u, w) we set Au = u - v. In short, 
((I- A)% w) = cu, WI, (6.6) 
where ( ., . ) indicates the usual scalar product in L2. We begin by showing 
that 
(I-A)D(A)=L2. (6.7) 
In fact, let u be an arbitrary element of L2. Then w  + (u, w) is a continuous 
linear functional in H’, thus there exists UE H’ with [u, w] = (u, w) 
(w E H’), which is u -Au = u, showing (6.7); note that 
II u II d II 7J II. (6.8) 
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If UED(A), u #O then ((I- A)u, U) = [u, u] >O, so that A is one-to-one. 
To show denseness of D(A) it is sufficient (and will be useful later) to show 
that D(A) is dense in H’ in the norm of H’. Assume this is not the case. 
Then there exists u E H’, u # 0 such that [u, u] = 0 for all II E D(A); in view 
of (6.6) we have u = 0, a contradiction, 
Putting together all the preceding information we deduce that 1 E c(A), 
so that A is self adjoint [31, Chap. 71. Due to (6.6) we have 
(Au,u)6 -8~Q(~lD~u12)dx<0 (6.9) 
for UED(A), which is (4.53). Since (4.1) does not hold, we shall apply the 
theory as modified by Remarks 4.4 and 5.5. We note that Q = ( -A)‘/* 
satisfies 
D(Q) = H’(R”‘) (6.10) 
(see [22]). The operator B is delined by (6.2) with D(B) = H’. If u E 9 (the 
space of test functions in Rn7) then 
Re(Bu,u)=~~{~hiRe(uD’u))dr 
=;s,,(EW I*!‘) d.Y 
= -;I (D’h,) 
R 
( u / 2 d.u (6.11) 
so that 
I Ret& u)l d w II u II2 (6.12) 
for UE~; obviously, (6.12) can be extended to H’. The adjoint B* is 
defined by 
B*u= - f D’(hju) (6.13) 
j= I 
with maximal domain (D(B*) consists of all u E L2 such that (6.13), 
understood in the sense of distributions, belongs to L2). However, we only 
have to verify (4.6) in D(Q) = H’, thus u E $9 will suffice; we have 
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= -$j&,D’h,) lu12dx (6.14) 
and B satisfies (6.12). To verify (4.5) we note that 
11 Qu I/’ - 11 Bu 1)’ = IQ {c 1 (a, - b,bJ D’U D%} dx 
so that (4.5) will hold if 
11 (ajk(,y)-bj(x)b,(X)) tj5k 30 (XT 5~R”‘h (6.15) 
a similar computation taking care of B*. 
We look at denseness of (5.4). Associated with the operator B one has 
the minimal operator B, (which is B restricted to the domain D(B,) = 9) 
and the maximal operator B, which is (Bz)* (Bz, not to be confused with 
(Bn,)*, is the adjoint B* restricted to the domain D(Bz) = 9)). A fun- 
damental result of Friedrichs [ 171 establishes that 
B, =B. (6.16) 
Let i* be a complex number with Re 1> o (CO the constant in (6.12)) and 
define v = 1”~ - Bzu for u E 9 = D( Bz). Then 111 u II * = (v, U) + (Bz u, u) SO 
that (Re E.) II u I( 2 = Re(v, U) + Re( BXu, U) < II u II /I u I/ + CO I/ u II ’ and we have 
/I UII G Re;mrr, II(~~-BZ)uII. (6.17) 
Denote by X the subspace of all elements of L* of the form ilu - Bzu 
(U E 9). Given an arbitrary element v E L2 we define a linear functional @ in 
X by means of the formula 
@((AZ- B,*)w) = (v, w). 
By (6.17), the norm of @ does not surpass l/(Re i -CO). Extending Qi to all 
of L2 with the same norm and applying the Riesz representation theorem 
we see that there exists UE E such that 
(u, (AI- BX)w) = (0, w), 
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hence u E II(B) = D( (Bz) and 
(AZ- 8) D(B) = L2. (6.18) 
Pick u E L2, u E D(B) such that Au - Bu = u. Using (6.16) we can construct a 
sequence {u, > E 9 such that u, -+ u and B,u, + Bu, so that (AI- B,,,)S is 
dense in L2. It follows that (II- B)H’ 2 (AZ- B,)g is dense in L2. Since 
we have previously shown that D(A) is dense in H’ and B is obviously 
bounded in H’, it follows that (AZ-B)D(A)-that is, (5.4))-is dense 
in L*. 
We have verified at this point all the hypotheses necessary for 
application of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, whereby convergence without a 
specified rate is obtained. To be able to use Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 it 
remains to show that B quasi-commutes with A and that (4.40) and (5.7) 
hold. To achieve this we shall assume that the ujk and the bj belong to 
W’*“(R”) (or, equivalently that they have uniformly bounded and 
uniformIy Lipschitz continuous first partials) and that CE IV’-= (R”‘). Under 
these conditions (only b, E W ‘A is needed here) we can show that 
D(A) = D(E’A + B) = H’(R”‘) = W*.‘(R”‘) (6.19) 
and that, ifs E H’(R”) and u E D(A) is such that 
(&‘A + B)u = .J (6.20) 
then 
u E H3(Rn’) (6.21) 
(see [21, Chap. 93 for proofs). This shows that D(BA) = H’c D(AB) (the 
inclusion may of course be strict, for instance if the bj vanish in a subset of 
R”). Note next that, if u E H3 then 
C$2jk DJD~u+~~D~QD% ) 
thus derivatives of order 3 cancel out in AB- BA and we have 
11 (AB- BA)ulI d C II u IIH2 d K 11 (I- A)u II. The implication (6.20)-(6.21) 
obviously shows that (4.40) holds. 
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7. ASYMPTOTIC SERIES-CORRECTORS AT THE INITIAL LAYER 
We work in this section with the homogeneous initial value problem 
&*u”( t; E) + u’( t; E) = (&*A + B) u(t) (r20) 
uom E) = UO(E), u’(0; E) = Ul(&) 
(7.1) 
and the equation 
u’(t) = h(t) (t>O) (7.2) 
with initial condition to be fixed below. The initial data ~(0; E), u,(O; E) in 
(7.1) will be assumed to have asymptotic expansions of the form 
Uo(E)=U() +m, +E2u2 + ... +ENU, +O(EN+l) 
u,(E)=E-2UO+&-+11 -f-u,+ ... +EN-*UN+O(&N--l) 
(7.3) 
as E --f 0. The objective is to show that u(t; E) possesses a similar asymptotic 
development, uniformly on compacts of t 3 0; to produce convergence at 
t = 0 we shall introduce correctors v(t; E) at each step (for comments on this 
procedure see [ 15, 18, 25, 261). 
We proceed at first on a purely formal level. Using as a model the 
parabolic singular perturbation problem [25, 151 we try an approximation 
to the solution of the form 
LD(t;E)=U,j(t)+EU,(t)+ ... +ENU,(t) 
+ ug( l/&Z) + &UI( t/E*) + . . . + ENYN( t/E*) 
= u,(t; E) + o,(t; E). 
Replacing w(t; E) into Eq. (7.1) we obtain 
&2U3u(t; E) + tD’(t; E) - (E2A + B) U’(t; E) 
=,ioE 
‘1+54;:(t) + ; E”z&(l) 
II=0 
+ i Enp2U;(t/E2)+ f E”-*u;(t/&*) - f &“+*AU,(t) 
n=O II=0 n=O 
-foE 
n+2hn(t/&2)- i E”&4,(t)- f .?Bu,(~/E~) 
I, = 0 n=O 
(7-4) 
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N+2 
= .c* n=O 
N-2 N-2 N+2 
+ c EnU:+*(t/EZ)+ 1 E”U:,+*(f/E2)- 1 fAU,,-2(t) 
n= -2 f?= -2 N = 2 
Nt2 
- 1 E”Av,~~(~/E~)- 2 &“Bu,(t)- f d’Bu,,(t/~~) 
n=2 ?I=0 fl=O 
=(4,(t)-Bu,(t))+&(d,(t)-Blur) 
i- $ ~*(u;(f)- Bu,(t)-Au,,-,(t)+u,“_,(t)) 
n=2 
+E N+‘~;;~I(t)+~N+2~I;l(t)-~N+‘A~N-,(t)-~N+2A~N(t)) 
+E-2(U~(t/E2)+U~(t/&2))+E-‘(u;(t/&2)+U;(t/&)) 
+ (u;(t/~‘) + u;(t/&‘)- BvO(t/E2)) 
+ E(u;(t/E2)+ U;(t/E’) - Bq(t/e’)) 
N-2 
+ c ~‘f(~::+2(~l~2)+~:,+2(fl~2)-B~,,(t/~2)-A~,~~2(r/~2)) 
nz2 
-& “-‘(AU,_,(~/~*)-BV~~,(~/~~))-E~(A~~~~(~/E~)-BU~(~/E~)) 
-E “+‘Au~~,(~/E~)-&~+~Av~(~/E~). (7.5) 
To eliminate as many powers of E as possible from this expression we 
require that 
d(t) = Buo(t), u’,(t) = Bu,(t). (7.6) 
For 2 < n < N u,(i) satisfies the differential equation 
u;(t)= Bu,(t)+ Au, -2(t)-z4;;e2(t) (t20). 
The first two u,(i) are required to obey 
u;(t)+ub(t)=o, u;(t)+u;(t)=o (tao). 
For it = 2, 3 the equation is 
u:(t) + u;(t) = Bu, e2(t). 
Finally, if 4 < n < iV - 2 the IJ,( i) satisfy 
v’;(t)+v;(t)=Bu,~,(t)+Av,~,(t). 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
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All these equations holding, we have 
E2W”( t; E) + w’( t; E) 
So far, we have not imposed initial conditions on the u,(i) or on the v,(E). 
To decide their form we note that 
w(o;&)= f fz4,(0)+ f fv,(O), (7.12) 
n=O ?I=0 
w’(0; E) = -f E%;(O) + “2’ E”U:,+*(O). (7.13) 
n=O n= -2 
To approximate as closely as possible the initial conditions (7.3) of the 
solution u(t; E) of (7.1) we require that 
o;(o) = 00, v\(O) = u,. (7.14) 
Since Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) are of second order, another condition is needed 
to identify v,(t) completely. We require that each v,(t) die down at +co, 
that is, 
%z(t) -+ 0 as t++oo (7.15) 
for n 2 0. It follows that 
v,(t) = --e-‘v,, q(t)= -e-‘v,. (7.16) 
Hence Q,(O)= -vo, u,(O)= --vi and we assume that 
u,(O) = uo + vo, u,(O)=u, +v,. (7.17) 
Once uo(t) and ui(t) are constructed, we determine ~~(1) from Eq. (7.9), the 
decay condition (7.15) and the initial condition 
u;(o) = u, - u;-2(O); (7.18) 
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then uz(i) and u3( i) are determined from Eq. (7.7) and the initial conditions 
(We note that the u,(Z) and the o,(i) are computed alternately 
follows: {uo, ul, uo, u,}, {b, u,}, {u2, u,}, (u4, us>, .-.) We 
(7.12) (7.13) (7.14) (7.17) (7.18) and (7.19) that 
It@; E)= f En(U,, -U,,(o))+ 2 E”U,,(O) 
,, = 0 II = 0 
= f &‘?.l,,+ O(EN), 
II =o 
N 
Kl’(0; E) = c E”U;,(O) + & -*U. + E -~ ‘U, 
II = 0 
N-2 
+ 1 f(U,,+* - 4,(O)) 
II = 0 
N- 2 
=CE “--*u,, +0(&N ‘). 
(7.19) 
in groups as 
obtain from 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
II = 0 
So far, all computations have been formal. To justify everything, we must 
show that 
(a) euery derivative written (as in (7.5), (7.6), (7.8), (7.10) etc.) 
actually exists, 
(b) every time we write AZ, Bz (as in (7.5), (7.6), (7.7), (7.9), etc), z 
actually belongs to the domain of the operators indicated. 
To gain some insight into this problem, we compute the first few terms 
in the series. Starting with uo( t) and u1 (t) in (7.16) and applying (7.6) and 
(7.17), 
u,(t) = S(t)(uo + uo), ul(t) = S(f)(U, + 0,). (7.22) 
We determine u*(i) and ug(i) from (7.9), (7.15), and (7.18); since u;(O)= 
B(u, + uo) and u;(O) = B(u, + u,), 
u*(f) = fe-‘Bu, - eC’(uz - Bu, - ~Bu,), (7.23) 
u3(t) = tec’Bu, -e-‘(us - Bu, - ~Bu,). (7.24) 
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Accordingly, in view of (7.7) and (7.19) we have 
u*(t) = S(t)(u, + 02 - Bu, - 2Bu,) 
+ j’ S(t -s) AS(s)(u, + ug) ds - Ls(t) B2(u, + u,), (7.25) 
0 
+u,)ds-S(t) B2(U, +u,). (7.26) 
The computation of the other terms is carried out in a similar way. Instead 
of trying to figure out the conditions on the u,, v, that will ensure (a) and 
(b) for a given N, we shall perform the simpler task of finding conditions 
on the u,, and the v,, which will legitimize the computations for arbitrary N. 
Obviously, (a) and (b) will hold if 
(cl every u, and v,, belongs to the domain of all the operators 
A, A2 . ..A. (k arbitrary), where A, = A or A.i = B for each j, 
(d) for each n, S(t): D(A”)cD(A”) and 
A”S(t) A-” (7.27) 
is strongly continuous in t 3 0. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let conditions (c) and (d) hold. Then, if u(t; E) is the 
solution of (7.1) with uO(&), U,(E) satisfying (7.3) we have 
u(r; E) = tu(t; E) + O(E N+‘)=~N(t;~)+~N(t;~)+O(~N+l) (7.28) 
uniformly on compacts oft 2 0. 
The proof consists in checking that the computations leading to the basic 
initial value problem (7.1 l), (7.20) (7.21) are justified. We apply formula 
(2.3) to the initial value problem satisfied by u(t; E) - u,(t; E). In view of 
(7.20) and (7.21) the contribution due to the initial conditions is O(sN+ ‘) 
uniformly on compacts of t 3 0 as required. To see that the contribution of 
the integral term is equally O(E”‘+ ‘) we bound the integral in (2.3) by a 
constant times the L’ norm of f(i) and observe that 
s 
' II Au,- M2) II ds < E2 jm II Au,- As) II ds, (7.29) 
0 0 
with similar treatments meted out to Bu~-,(s/E~), AL.,.-~(s/E~), and 
Bu,(s/E~). This ends the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
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We look below at condition (d). Generalizing the definition in Section 4 
in a natural way, we say that B quasi-commutes with A” if and only if 
D(BA”) E D(A”B) and, for u E D( BA”) we have 
I((A”B-BA”)u/l~K,I/A”u/I (7.30) 
THEOREM 7.2. Let the assumptions qf Theorem 4.2 he satisfied. Assume 
in addition that for all E > 0, 
D((e2A + B)“+ ‘) E D( BA”), (7.31) 
and that B quasi-commutes with A”. Then B(t; E) A-“H E D(A”) and 
A%( t; &)A -’ is a strongly continuous (H)-valued function in t 2 0 satisfying 
/I A”&(t; &)A -” 11 6 2e2(‘“+ &)’ (t30,&>0). (7.32) 
The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.2; this time we 
show that, for u = A-“u (u E D(A)) the function A%(t; E) A -“u satisfies the 
integral equation 
A%(t;e)A-“u=Q(t;E)u+ ‘~(t-.v;E)P,,,4”0(s;E)A~“uds, 
s 0 
where 
with domain D(P,,) = .(A”+ ‘). 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 7.2 be satisfied. 
Assume in addition that 
(AZ- 4,) D(B,) (7.33) 
is dense in H for Re i > v, and let S(i) be the semigroup generated by B = B, 
(see Theorem 3.2). Then S(t) A-“Hc D(A”) and A”S(t)A-” satisfies 
11 A”S(t)A-” II d 2e(‘O+ G) (t>O,E>O). (7.34) 
Proof We use the facts that C(t; E)U+ S(t)u as E -0 (Theorem 3.2) 
and that A” is closed. Fix t and let {E,} be a sequence with E, + 0; using 
the bound (7.32) and passing if necessary to a subsequence we may assume 
that A’%( t; E,) A -“u -+ u weakly. Since in a Hilbert space (or, more 
generally, in a reflexive space) every closed operator is as well closed in the 
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weak topology, s(t) A -% E D(A”) and A”S(t) A -% = u. This shows that 
(7.32) implies (7.34). 
Remark 7.4. The results in this section are modified as indicated in 
Remark 4.4 when A satisfies (4.53) rather than (4.1). 
Remark 7.5. In the hyperbolic singular perturbation problem, it is 
perhaps more natural to use asymptotic series in powers of .s2 instead of the 
series in powers of E employed here, given series of the same type for the 
initial data (see [42]). These series are a particular case of (7.4), thus all 
the arguments apply. 
8. THE INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
We deal here with the abstract initial value problem 
E2U”( t; E) + u’( t; E) = (E2A + B) u( t; E) + f( t; E) (t 2 01, 
u(0; E) = u’(0; E) = 0, 
and with the limiting problem 
u’(t)=Bu(t)+f(t) (t20), u(0) = 0. 
Formula (2.3) for the solution of (8.1) reads 
u(t;Ei=j’G(t-s;E)J(S;E), 
0 
while the function u(i) in (8.2) is given by 
u(t)=j’ S(t-s)f(s)ds. 
0 
(8.11 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
We investigate the convergence of G(t; E) to S(t) in order to take limits in 
(8.3). The methods of Section 7 work here. Let u ED(A) = D(s2A + B) so 
that u(t; E) = S(t; E)U is a genuine solution of (8.1) with u(t; E) = 0. 
u’(t; E) = ~~~11. We approximate u(i; E) by a function of the form 
ro(t)=S(t)u-e-“% (8.5) 
Operating formally, we have 
E2mN(t; E) + m’(t; E) - (&*A + B) m(t; E) 
= &ws(t)U - E2AS(t)U - (E2‘4 + B) e-““*U, 
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and 
It follows that 
tn(0) = 0, d(0)=Bu+&--*U. 
u( t; E) - u(t) = &*G(t; E) Bu 
+c* s ‘G(r-s;~)(B*S(s)u-AS(s)u)ds 0 
s , -E2 G(t-s; &)(&*A + B) e-“‘.‘u ds, 0 
hence the following result: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let the assumptions qf Theorem 5.1 he satisfied. Then 
Il(~(r;E)+e-“‘:2z--(t))UI/ 
< Cc*e*‘“’ /I Au /I (UED(A),fbO,E>O). (8.6) 
The proof is essentially a particular case of that of Theorem 7.1, thus we 
omit the details. We note that Theorem 5.1 can be proved using a similar 
argument. 
Using interpolation as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 8.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 he satisjied, and let 
0 < c( 6 1. Then there exists a constant C= C(cc, o, K) such that, if 
u E a( -A)“), 
II (WC &I+ e /lc2z- S(r))u (I 
d Ce2%*“” I/ ( -A )“u 11 (t>O,&>O). (8.7) 
Using (8.6) denseness of D(A) and the uniform bounds on G(i; E) and 
S(t) we deduce that, for each u E H, 
(8.8) 
uniformly on compact subsets of t 2 0. However, this result can be 
obtained under weaker hypoteses; precisely, quasi-commutativity of B with 
A is not needed. 
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THEOREM 8.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be satisfied. Then 
(8.8) holds for each u E E uniformly on compacts of t 2 0. 
The proof follows closely that of Theorem 3.2 and we only indicate the 
necessary changes. We begin by showing that 
@A; E)U = R(&‘A2 + ;1; EVA + B). (8.9) 
Formula (3.18) becomes 
&I; E)U, = R(E~~~ + 1; c2A + B)u, 
1 
+ (E2A2f /I)2 
R(c2,12 + 2; &‘A + @(&A + B)2 u,. (8.10) 
Taking into account the fact that the Laplace transform of e-r’E2 is 
E~(E~A + 1) ~ ’ we obtain from (8.10) the following analogue of formula 
(3.19) 
G(t; E)u,: + e-““*u, 
= u,: + { t( 1 + ePr”*) - 2s2( 1 - e-“‘*)}(&‘A + B)u, 
x R(c21 + 2; c2A + @(&‘A + IQ2 u, dk 
The proof ends like that of Theorem 3.2. 
(8.11) 
THEOREM 8.4, Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be sati$ed. Let 
{f(i; E)} be a family of functions in L’(0, T, H) such that 
f(kE)--,f(f) (8.12) 
in L’(0, T; E), and let u(t^; E) (resp. u(Z)) be the generalized solution of (8.1) 
(resp. (8.2)). Then 
u(t; E) + u(r) (8.13) 
uniformly in 0 d t < T. 
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Proof. We have 
u(t;~)-~(t)=Sr(G(t-.F;E)-e-‘“““‘l-S(t-s))f(s)ds 
0 
+ j; G(t- s; E)(~(s; 8) -fb)) ds. (8.14) 
The treatment of the first and third integral is obvious; in the second, we 
divide the interval of integration at t =6, where the integral of f(i) in 
0 <s < 6 is sufficiently small. 
Using Theorem 8.2 we obtain convergence of order s2’ under additional 
conditions on the family {f(t; E) ). 
THEOREM 8.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied, and let 
0 < c( < 1. Denote by { f(i; E)} a family of functions in L1(O, T; H) such that 
II .f(f; E) -f(f) II =WZZ) (E-+0) (8.15) 
in L’(0, T;H), where f(i)ELP(O, T;H) for p=(l -a)-‘, f(t)ED(( -A)“) 
and (-A)” f(i)E L’(0, F, H). Then 
11 u( t; E) - u(t) 11 = O(EZZ) (E-0) (8.16) 
uniformly in 0 Q t d T. 
The proof uses again (8.14); this time, the second integral is estimated 
via Holder’s inequality. 
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